In The News
Friday, March 2, 2012

» Experts to discuss health-care changes, policies (Az Health Forum)
  03/02/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  View Clip

» DM squadron to injure live pigs for medic training (Alternatives to live-animal training are used in Tucson at the University of Arizona College of Medicine’s Arizona Simulation Technology and Education Center [ASTEC])
  03/02/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  View Clip

» UA scientists to discuss aging (Janko Nikolich-Zugich; Carol A. Barnes; David G. Armstrong)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  View Clip

» Castlehill kids learn CPR skill; you can, too (UA Sarver Heart Center)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  View Clip

» Better Than Ever kicks off spring session (Arizona Cancer Center)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Daily Star
  View Clip

» Psychology, sociology now added to admissions exam (University of Arizona College of Medicine)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Daily Wildcat
  View Clip

» Fair Boosts Spring Break Safety (UA Sarver Heart Center; University of Arizona Medical Center)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Daily Wildcat
  View Clip

» Youth Issues Forum Focuses on Education (Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health)
  03/01/2012 Arizona Public Media
  View Clip

» Depression could be evolutionary byproduct of immune system (Dr. Charles Raison, University of Arizona College of Medicine)
  03/01/2012 Bio-Medicine BioScience Technology
  View Clip

» Bill seeks $15 million boost for UA health programs in Phoenix (UA College of Medicine-Phoenix)
  03/01/2012 College Times Tucson Sentinel
  View Clip

» US Healthcare: Encinitas Physician is Part of a Growing Reform Movement (Dr. Andrew Weil, UA Center for Integrative Medicine)
  03/01/2012 Patch.com
  View Clip